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QUICK SUMMARY



Motivation 1

We introduce 

CLOTH4D to fill 

the gap in large-

scale and high-

quality 4D 

clothing data.



Characteristics
1) Accurate and detailed clothing textured meshes

2) Separated textured clothing and under-clothing body meshes

3) Clothed human motion sequences covering fundamental and complicated dynamics

4) 300,000 meshes with pared naked model | 1,052 source files of 3D outfits releasing now
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Reality Check to SOTAs

1) GT-SMPL-guided + pixel-aligned > pure pixel-aligned > HMR-SMPL-guided + pixel-aligned.

2) With GT SMPL meshes, ICONgt and PaMIRgt are significantly better than using estimated SMPL (i.e., ICON and

PaMIR). But, GT SMPL is unavailable at test time.

3) We propose temporal metrics and find pure pixel-aligned methods have higher reconstruction stability since the

off-the-shelf HMR methods are jittery and unstable.

4) ICON outperforms PaMIR as it models mesh-based local features while PaMIR depends more on global

information and its volumetric representation is of limited resolution.

Quantitative Observations
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Reality Check to SOTAs

1) All baselines reconstruct the overall body shape. PIFuHD presents the finest details by focusing on local features,

but it faces overfitting and poor generalization to complicated clothing and large motions.

2) ICONgt and ICON robustly recover the challenging poses, while others may produce artifacts like broken limbs.

3) The clothing prints can affect the surface reconstruction due to the ambiguity of geometry and appearance. ICON

and PIFuHD show higher robustness.

4) HMR-SMPL-guided methods (PaMIR/ICON) generate more temporally inconsistent meshes than pure pixel-

aligned methods (PIFu/PIFuHD).

Qualitative Observations
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Reality Check to SOTAs

1) Training on CLOTH4D generally outperform the original ones trained on scan data and generate more details.

2) We input the normal image to all methods, the influence of garment print to PIFu and PaMIR are slightly relieved,

validating that intermediate representations can reduce the ambiguity of geometry and appearance.

3) SOTAs fail to model layered and thin clothing structures where holes and tattered pieces are generated. The

original PIFu and PaMIR can roughly generate loose clothing but fail when trained on CLOTH4D.

Train on CLOTH4D
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DETAILS



Existing Datasets for Clothed Human Reconstruction 

Background 6



Existing Datasets for Clothed Human Reconstruction 

©Alexander McQueen

Background 7

https://www.shopstyle.com/browse/women/alexander-mcqueen


Data Creation 8



where T is the length of the sequence. N𝑡
𝑝𝑟

and N𝑡
gt

denote the rendered normal

images from the predicted mesh and the ground truth mesh at time step t,

respectively.

Baseline Evaluation 9



Qualitative results of baseline methods tested on CLOTH4D with front view and side view.

Baseline Evaluation 10



Baseline Enhancement 11



More Results 12



Our Trying 14



Potential Directions

1) To explore better strategies for balancing the local and global reconstruction quality.

2) To jointly train or optimize body prior with mesh reconstruction.

3) To disentangle the geometry and appearance.

4) To predict more intermediate 2D/3D representations.

5) To investigate temporal modeling of implicit functions.

6) To seek implicit representations for reconstructing multi-layer thin structures.
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THANKS FOR WATCHING

Project Page Data Preview
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